GREENE COUNTY COMMISSION
HAROLD BENGSCH
COMMISSIONER 1ST DISTRICT

BOB CIRTIN
PRESIDING COMMISSIONER

LINCOLN P. HOUGH
COMMISSIONER 2ND DISTRICT

Daily Briefing 08/31 @9:00 a.m.

Attendees: Bob Cirtin, Harold Bengsch, Lincoln Hough, Chris Coulter, Larry Woods,
Jess Kerr, Mailyn Knight, Jeff Scott, Cindy Stein. Kevin Barnes.

Larry Woods-OEM and Jess Kerr-IS
Larry Woods explains to the Commission that one of the units on the video wall has
failed. The current age of the video wall is 6 years. Jess Kerr presents the commission
with the price to fix the wall which would be approximately $3500.00 given the age of
the wall things are going to continue to fail and need to be fixed, the boxes alone on the
current projectors are $7,000.00. Mr. Kerr explains that there is a new technology that
would be ideal to replace with which would be a laser projector. The estimated cost
for the laser projectors would be around $45,000.00 and would only need 2 of them.
Jeff Scott asks if there is a leasing option that can be looked into, this option will be
explored and reported back to Commission at a later time.

Kevin Barnes- Resource Management
The Judicial boilers are almost ready to install should begin the process next week. The
temporary jail details are being worked out. Mr. Barnes updates the Commission on the
ISO ratings. Mr. Barnes informs commission that there is an issue with the roof at
Archives/ Election center, there is a warranty on most of the roof.

Mailyn Knight –HR
Updates the Commission of current HR projects. Currently HR is working on purging
and rearranging personnel files and fixing billing issue with life insurance. Reminds the
Commission that the Employee Appreciation day this year will be on 10/12.

Chris Coulter-County Administrator
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ME contract will expire on 12/31/2017. Would like to open dialogue with St Louis
University to see what services if any they could provide to us.

Commissioner Cirtin adjourned the meeting

